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JUNO UNIVERSAL COLORANT CODE: 795--

DESCRIPTION

This highly-concentrated Universal Colorant is suitable for colour matching and dying any type of paints,
including plastic, water-based, oil-based, synthetic, Chloro-rubber, Epoxy, Polyurethane, and Nitro -synthetic
based paints.

It can be used with paints for indoor and outdoor applications, except from VERMILLON RED & LEMON
YELLOW, which are exclusively used for indoor applications.

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

Shake the colorant before use. Add it directly to the paint to be died.
Mix vigorously until fully blended to achieve an even colour shade without any  blotches.

OBSERVATIONS

In order to maintain the characteristics of the paint used, do not add more than 3 % of colorant.

PACKAGING

Lithographed plastic container. Sizes: 0.125 / 0.250 and 0.375 litres.
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N.B.: Our technical instructions and advice, whether oral, in writing or through tests are given in good faith and to the best of our knowledge. However, it must
only be construed as an indication WITHOUT LIABILITY even in regard to possible third -party industrial property rights, and this does not exempt the customer
from testing the supplied products in order to verify their suitability for the procedures and purposes intended. The application, use and processing of the
products supplied by us are carried out outside and beyo nd our control, and therefore, constitute the exclusive responsibility of the customer. If, however, there
were any grounds to consider any liability on our part, this will be limited, regardless of the damage and loss, to the strict value of the goods sup plied by us and
used by the customer. It is understood that we guarantee the absolute quality of our products according to our General Sale and Supply Conditions.
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